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We prove that for p prime and su$ciently large, the number of subset of Z
p
free of
solutions of the equation x#y"z (that is, free of Schur triples) satis"es
2x(p~2)@3y (p!1)(1#O (2~e1p ))4DSF[Z
p
] D42p@2~e2p,
where e
1
and e
2
are positive absolute constants. ( 2002 Elsevier Science1. INTRODUCTION
For a subsetA-G of the set of elements of an Abelian group G we denote
by SF[A] the family of all sum-free subsets A-A, that is subsets with the
property that no two elements of A sum to another; in other words,1Partially supported by the Edmund Landau Center for Research in Mathematical Analysis
and Related Areas, sponsored by the Minerva Foundation (Germany).
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1
#a
2
"a
3
has no solutions in a
i
3A. An open conjecture proposed by
Cameron and Erdo? s in [CE90] is that
DSF[n] D;2n@2, (1)
where SF[n] abbreviates SF[[1, n]WZ]. (If true, this is best possible since
SF[n] obviously contains all subsets of
M1, 3,2, 2vn/2w!1N (2)
as well as all subsets of [xn/2y#1, n].) Numerous partial and related results
are known. We quote here one that will be used in the remainder of the paper;
it was obtained independently by Alon and Calkin.
THEOREM A (Alon [A91, Proposition 4.1], Calkin [C90, Theorem 1]).
=e have:
DSF[n] D42n@2‘o(n).
We would also like to mention another result of Alon ([A91, Corollary
1.3]):
DSF[G] D42DG D@2‘o( DG D)
for any G, even a non-abelian one.
As a &&modular’’ version of the question of Cameron and Erdo? s, one can ask
about the number of sum-free subsets of Z
n
"Z/nZ. In view of the natural
inclusion SF[Z
n
])SF[n], an estimate of the sort
DSF[Z
n
] D;2n@2
can be viewed as a weak form of (1).
For n even this would be best possible*consider the reduction modulo
n of the set (2); some results for this case are established in [L|S01]. In the
present paper we investigate the case n"p, a prime number, and prove the
following.
THEOREM 1. For p prime and su.ciently large we have
2
xp~2
3
y
(p!1)(1#O(2~ep))4DSF[Z
p
] D420.498p,
where e’0 is an absolute constant.
The expression on the right-hand side may be somewhat deceptive; it is
worth pointing out that we know no simple way to prove that
DSF[Z
p
] D;2p@2. We could have reduced the constant 0.498 somewhat, but
LEV AND SCHOEN110we cannot get reasonably close to the lower bound which, we believe, gives
the correct order of magnitude of DSF[Z
p
] D . Notice that this lower bound is
sharp: all multiplicative shifts of subsets of I
0
:"[xp/3y#1, x2p/3y]-Z
p
are sum-free, and we will show that the number of such shifts is given by the
expression on the left-hand side of the inequality of Theorem 1. (By a multi-
plicative shift of a set A-Z
p
by an element j3Z]
p
we mean the set jA :"Mja:
a3AN; here and below Z]
p
denotes the set of non-zero elements of Z
p
.) Indeed,
the number of subsets A-I
0
is
2
x2p
3
y~x
p
3
y"2xp‘13y
and the number of possible multipliers j3Z]
p
is p!1. A namKve multiplication
of the two quantities does not give the total number of multiplicative shifts, as
di!erent pairs (j, A) can yield the same shift jA; for instance, this always
happens with the pairs (j, A) and (!j,!A). We show, however, that this
rarely happens if the values of j are restricted to [1, (p!1)/2](mod p) and we
apply an inclusion}exclusion argument.
The proof of the lower-bound estimate of Theorem 1 is given in Section 3.
In fact, we establish there a much more general result.
THEOREM 2. ‚et I be a block of consecutive residue classes modulo a prime
p such that DI D(p/3#1. „hen the number of sets A-Z
p
which can be
represented as a multiplicative shift of a subset of I is
2DI D (1!2~DIC(~I) D~1 ) (p!1)#O(25 DI D@6p2)
with an absolute constant in the O-sign.
Taking I"I
0
gives the lower bound in Theorem 1.
The proof of the upper bound includes several steps. First, using exponen-
tial sums we show that for any A3SF[Z
p
] there exists an arithmetic
progression P
A
-Z
p
of the cardinality DP
A
D"(p#1)/2 on which A is un-
proportionally dense. Replacing A with a suitable multiplicative shift, we can
assume that the di!erence of P
A
is one; that is, P
A
is an interval modulo p.
(This adds a factor of at most p!1 to our estimate, which is negligible
compared to the exponential reduction in 2~0.002p.) Next, we consider the
interval I of length dp centered the same as P
A
#P
A
, where d’0 is a suitably
chosen constant. If A is su$ciently dense on this interval, then by SzemereH di’s
theorem the intersection AWI contains a &&long’’ arithmetic progression,
which substantially reduces the number of ways to choose AWP
A
. Similarly, if
A is dense on the appropriately centered interval of length dp, then the
number of ways to choose (Z
p
CP
A
)WA is small. Finally, we use Theorem A to
show that there is only a small number of A3SF[Z
p
] which are not dense on
some interval of length dp. Details are provided in the next section.
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LEMMA 1. For any A3SF[Z
p
] there is an arithmetic progression P
A
-Z
p
of cardinality DP
A
D"(p#1)/2 such that DACP
A
D(cp, where c"(3!2J2)/2
+0.0857.
Proof. We write
S
A
(z)"+
a|A
e2ni azp (z3Z
p
)
so that S
A
(0)"DA D and
p~1
+
z/0
DS
A
(z) D2"DA Dp.
Since A is sum-free we have
p~1
+
z/0
S2
A
(z)S
A
(!z)"0,
whence
DA D3"!p~1+
z/1
S2
A
(z)S
A
(!z)
4max
z|Z
]
p
DS
A
(z) D
p~1
+
z/1
DS
A
(z) D2
"max
z|Z
]
p
DS
A
(z) D DA D(p!DA D )
and
max
z|Z
]
p
DS
A
(z) D5 DA D2
p!DA D"
a
1!a DA D ; a"DAD/p.
By a well-known lemma of Freiman [F66, Lemma 2.2], there is an arithmetic
progression P
A
-Z
p
of DP
A
D"(p#1)/2 terms such that
DAWP
A
D’1#a/(1!a)
2
DA D ,
and then
DACP
A
D(1!a/(1!a)
2
DA D"a!2a2
2!2a p.
LEV AND SCHOEN112It remains to observe that the right-hand side, considered as a function of
a3[0, 1), attains its maximum value at a
0
"(2!J2)/2 and this value is
c"(3!2J2)/2. j
The next lemma we need is proved in [S01] and implements a version of
the argument "rst used by Calkin in [C90].
LEMMA 2. ‚et p, u, d, k, v, w, and t be integer numbers such that d, t’0,
14k(p/2, (d, p)"1, 04w!v(p, and v#w,u(modp). De,ne
Q :"Mu!kd, u!(k!1)d,2, u#kdN (modp).
„hen the number of sets A-[v, w] (mod p) such that
(A#A)WQ"E and DA D"t
is at most 2kd‘l @k (l
t
), where l"v(w!v)/2w .
COROLLARY 1. For any e’0 there exists k
0
"k
0
(e) with the following
property. ‚et p be a prime number and let u, k, v, w, and t’0 be integer
numbers such that 0(w!v(p, v#w,u (mod p), and k
0
(k(p/2. Sup-
pose that B-[u!k, u#k] (mod p) is a subset of Z
p
of cardinality DB D5ek.
„hen the number of sets A-[v, w] (mod p) such that
(A#A)WB"E and DA D4t
is at most 21‘k‘el+ t
q/0
(lq ), where l"v(w!v)/2w .
Proof. Fix an integer k’e~1. By SzemereH di’s density theorem, if k
0
is
large enough then the canonical pre-image of B in [u!k, u#k] contains an
arithmetic progression
Mu
0
!kd, u
0
!(k!1)d,2, u0#kdN, (3)
where d51 and u
0
are integers. Plainly, kd4k and Du
0
!u D4k!kd. We
de"ne Q to be the image of progression (3) in Z
p
, and put
v
0
:"v! u!u0
2
, w
0
:"w! u!u0
2
.
Evidently, we have then 04w
0
!v
0
4w!v and
v
0
#w
0
"v#w!(u!u
0
),u
0
(mod p).
113CAMERON-ERDO? S MODULO A PRIMEGiven a set A satisfying the conditions of the corollary we write
A
0
:"AW[v
0
, w
0
] (mod p), A
1
:"ACA
0
.
As DA
1
D4Dv(u!u
0
)/2w D4(1#k!kd )/2, there are at most 2(1‘k~kd)@2
possible sets A
1
. On the other hand, by Lemma 2 there are at most
t
+
q/0
2kd‘el0 A
l
0
q B
possible sets A
0
, where l
0
"v(w
0
!v
0
)/2w4l. Therefore, the number of
A possible is at most
t
+
q/0
2(1‘k‘kd)@2‘el A
l
qB421‘k‘el
t
+
q/0 A
l
qB . j
Now we are in a position to prove the upper bound of Theorem 1. Set
d"0.008#Je, where e’0 is small enough. (It will be seen in the course of
the proof what is &&enough’’ for our purposes.) It su$ces to count A3SF[Z
p
]
such that the corresponding progression P
A
(recall Lemma 1) has di!erence
one: all other A can be obtained as multiplicative shifts. We "rst consider only
sets A which are evenly distributed in Z
p
in the sense that DAWI D5eDI D for
any interval I-Z
p
of cardinality DI D’dp.
We write P
A
"[v, w] (mod p) with an integer v and w"v#(p!1)/2, and
we set k"vdp/2w and B"AW[u!k, u#k] (mod p), where u"v#w.
There are p possible values of u (mod p) and for each value there are at most
O(2dp) possible sets B. Moreover, if p is su$ciently large then by Corollary
1 for each B the number of possible sets AWP
A
is
;2dp2‘ep4‘p4.
Furthermore, we have ACP
A
-[v@, w@] (mod p), where v@"v#(p#1)/2,
w@"w#(p!1)/2, and we notice that v@#w@,v#w (mod p). By Corollary
1 to each B there correspond
;2dp2‘ep4 p A
(p#3)/4
cp B
possible sets ACP
A
. Putting everything together, we see that the number of
A3SF[Z
p
] such that all multiplicative shifts of A are evenly distributed is
;22dp‘ep2‘p4‘0.23195pp3(20.48196p‘2dp(20.498p.
(We omit here a boring exercise in the Stirling formula which shows that
( (p‘3)@4cp );20.23195p. The crucial point, of course, is that c(1/8.)
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p
] with
the property that there exists an interval I-Z
p
such that DI D’dp, while
DjAWI D(eDI D for some j3Z]
p
.
As above, we can concentrate on the case j"1 and we let
I"[m, M] (mod p). Suppose "rst that 0NI. Then m and M can be chosen so
that 14m(M4p!1, and we write
A
1
"AW[1, m!1] (modp), A
3
"AX[M#1, p!1] (mod p),
A
2
"AW[m, M] (mod p).
As A
1
induces a sum-free subset of [1, m!1], by Theorem A the number of
possible sets A
1
is O(2m@2‘em). As !A
3
-[1, p!M!1] (mod p) is sum-free
in Z
p
, it induces a sum-free subset of [1, p!M!1]; hence the number of
possible sets A
3
is O(2(p~M)@2‘e(p~M)). As DA
2
D4eDI D , the total number of
possible sets A
2
is at most
+
04j4e DI D A
DI D
j B(pA
DI D
e DI DB(23 DI De -/e~1.
Therefore, the total number of A corresponding to a given interval I is
;2(1@2‘e)(p~M‘m)‘3DIDe -/ e~1;2p@2~(1@2~4e-/e~1)dp;20.496p.
Similarly, if 03I then the number of A corresponding to I is
;2(1@2‘e)(p~ DI D@2)‘3 DIDe -/e~1;2p@2~(1@4~4e-/e~1)dp;20.498p~Jep@8.
Finally, we notice that the number of intervals I is O(p2).
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
The number of subsets S-IW (!I) is 2 DIW(~I) D and the number of multipli-
cative shifts of these S is at most
1
2
(p!1)2 DIW(~I) D,
as the multipliers j and !j yield the same system of shifts. Furthermore, the
number of S-I which are not subsets of !I is 2 DI D!2 DIW(~I) D and the
number of multiplicative shifts of these S is at most
(p!1) (2 DI D!2 DIW(~I) D ).
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(2DI D!2 DIW(~I) D~1) (p!1)"2 DI D (1!2 DIW(~I)D~ DI D~1) (p!1)
"2 DI D (1!2~ DIC(~I) D~1 ) (p!1).
We proceed to prove the lower bound. Let I"[m, M] (mod p), so that
DI D"M!m#1. For A-Z
p
, de"ne k (A) to be the number of representa-
tions of A as a multiplicative shift of a subset S-I with the agreement that
the two representations A"jS and A"!j (!S) are considered the same.
That is, k (A) is the number of pairs (j, S) such that A"jS, j3Z]
p
, S-I, and
moreover, if S-!I, then j3[1, (p!1)/2] (mod p). We seek to estimate
N :"dMA-Z
p
: k (A)’0N. Clearly,
N5 +
A-Zp
Ak (A)!2 A
k (A)
2 BB"N1!N2 , (4)
where
N
1
" +
A-Zp
k (A) and N
2
"2 +
A-Zp
A
k(A)
2 B ;
indeed, as k!2( k
2
)41 for k51 and k!2( k
2
)"0 for k"0, each A with
k(A)51 is counted by the sum in (4) at most once, and no other A is counted.
The quantity N
1
was evaluated at the beginning of this section and gives the
main term. We have, therefore, to show that N
2
"O (p225DI D@6). For this we
observe that
N
2
4dM(j
1
, S
1
, j
2
, S
2
): j
i
3Z]
p
, S
i
-I, j
1
S
1
"j
2
S
2
, (j
1
, S
1
)O$(j
2
, S
2
)N
"dM(j
1
, S
1
, j
2
, S
2
): j
i
3Z]
p
, S
i
-I, j
1
S
1
"j
2
S
2
, j
1
O$j
2
N
"dM(j
1
, S
1
, j
2
, S
2
): j
i
3Z]
p
, S
i
-I, S
2
"(j~1
2
j
1
)S
1
, j~1
2
j
1
O$1N
"(p!1)dM(j, S
1
, S
2
): j3Z]
p
CM$1N, S
i
-I, S
2
"jS
1
N
"(p!1) +
j|ZpCM0,$1N
dM(S
1
, S
2
): S
i
-I, S
2
"jS
1
N
"(p!1) +
j|ZpCM0,$1N
dMS-I: jS-IN
"(p!1) +
j|ZpCM0,$1N
2N(j),
where N(j)"dMs3I: js3IN.
LEV AND SCHOEN116We now prove that N (j)45 DI D/6#O(1) for jO0, $1. It is convenient to
treat j as an integer number satisfying 24DjD4(p!1)/2. Plainly, we have
then
N (j)"dM(x, y, k)3Z3 : m4x, y4M, y"jx#kpN. (5)
Suppose that (x, y, k) is a triple of integers satisfying the conditions of (5).
Then k"p~1(y!jx), whence
p~1(m!jM)4k4p~1(M!jm)
if j’0, and
p~1(m!jm)4k4p~1(M!jM)
if j(0. In any case, the number of k that can appear in (5) is at most
p~1(M!m)( DjD#1)#1"p~1( DI D!1) ( DjD#1)#1. (6)
Furthermore, for any given value of k the number of y that can appear in (5)
is at most
DI D
DjD
(DI D
DjD
#1,
and it follows that
N(j)(A
DI D
DjD
#1B (p~1( DI D!1)( DjD#1)#1).
The right-hand side is a convex function of DjD and denoting it by f we have
f (3)"A
1
3
DI D#1B A
4
p
( DI D!1)#1B
"4
3
DI D2p~1#1
3
DI D#O(1)
47
9
DI D#O(1),
f (p/2)"A
2
p
DI D#1B AA
1
2
#1
pB ( DI D!1)#1B
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2
DI D A
2
p
DI D#1B#O(1)
45
6
DI D#O(1).
Therefore, N(j)45 DI D/6#O(1) for DjD3[3, (p!1)/2], and it remains to
estimate N ($2). Here we use (6) in a more subtle way: in view of
DI D(p/3#1, it implies that for j"$2 the number of k that can appear in
(5) is less than p~1(p/3)( D$2 D#1)#1"2; thus, there is at most one value of
k possible! As above, the number of y possible is then less than
DI D/ DjD#1"DI D/2#1, which means that N ($2)(DI D/2#1. This com-
pletes the proof.
APPENDIX: ARITHMETIC PROGRESSIONS IN Z
p
Theorem 2 suggests the question about the number of multiplicative shifts
of the whole interval I, and since all these shifts are arithmetic progressions of
cardinality DI D , the next natural question is about the total number of
arithmetic progressions in Z
p
of given cardinality. The answer to these
questions is in sharp contrast with Theorem 2: it turns out that any progres-
sion determines its "rst term and di!erence essentially uniquely. More pre-
cisely, there is at most one representation of a given set in the form
Ma, a#d,2, a#(n!1)dN with a, d3Zp and d3[1, (p!1)/2] (mod p). In
particular, j
1
I
1
Oj
2
I
2
, unless (j
1
, I
1
)"$(j
2
, I
2
).
THEOREM 3. ‚et p’3 be a prime number and suppose that A-Z
p
is a
set of n"DA D residues, where 24n4p!2. „hen there is at most one
pair (a, d)3Z2
p
such that d3[1, (p!1)/2] (mod p) and A"Ma, a#
d,2, a#(n!1)dN.
Proof. Let a
1
,2, an be the elements of A and put
p
1
:"a
1
#2#a
n
,
p
2
:" n+
i,j/1
(a
i
!a
j
)2.
Suppose that our set can be represented as A"Ma, a#d,2, a#(n!1)dN.
Then
p
1
"na#1
2
n (n!1)d, (7)
LEV AND SCHOEN118p
2
"d2 n~1+
i, j/0
(i!j )2
"2d2 An
n~1
+
i/0
i2!A
n~1
+
i/0
iB
2
B
"2d2 A
n2 (n!1)(2n!1)
6
!n2(n!1)2
4 B
"1
6
d2n2(n!1)(n#1).
It follows that p
2
uniquely determines d, and then p
1
uniquely determines
a. j
We conclude our paper with a description of a very e!ective algorithm,
based on the approach we used in the proof of Theorem 3. Given a set
A"Ma
1
,2, anN-Zp , the algorithm determines in O(n#ln p) operations
whether A is an arithmetic progression. We break the algorithm into four
steps and accompany each with necessary explanations. To avoid trivialities,
we assume p’3 and n3[2, p!2].
(i) Compute p
1
:"a
1
#2#a
n
and p
2
:"a2
1
#2#a2
n
. (Notice that
the de"nition of p
2
is somewhat di!erent from one we used above.) If
A"Ma, a#d,2, a#(n!1)dN, then p1 satis"es (7) and
p
2
"na2#n(n!1)ad#1
6
n (n!1)(2n!1)d2
"na2#2(p
1
!na)a#1
3
(p
1
!na)(2n!1)d,
3n(n!1)p
2
"6n(n!1)ap
1
!3n2(n!1)a2#2(2n!1)(p
1
!na)2
"(n#1)(an!p
1
)2#3(n!1)p2
1
,
whence
(n#1)(an!p
1
)2"3(n!1)(p
2
n!p2
1
). (8)
(ii) For each a
i
3A check whether a"a
i
satis"es equality (8). If A is an
arithmetic progression, precisely two a
i
will be found.
(iii) Let a
i
be an element of A satisfying (8). For each a
j
3A ( jOi) check
whether d"a
j
!a
i
satis"es (7). If A is an arithmetic progression, such
d exists and is unique.
(iv) It remains to check whether A is an arithmetic progression with the
"rst term a and di!erence d, where a and d are the values, found at steps (ii)
119CAMERON-ERDO? S MODULO A PRIMEand (iii). For this, compute d@, the inverse of d in Z
p
(this requires O( ln p)
operations), and loop over all a
i
3A, for each a
i
computing the least non-
negative representative of the residue class (a
i
!a)d@. The set A is a progres-
sion in Z
p
if and only if all representatives belong to [0, n!1].
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